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Despite the presence of some 4,000 international observers, El Salvador's March 20 general elections
the first since the 12-year civil war ended in 1992 were marred by widespread irregularities and
charges of electoral fraud. Nearly 50% of the 2.7 million Salvadorans who registered to vote did
not cast ballots. Many abstained voluntarily. But hundreds of thousands of registered voters were
simply barred from voting because the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (Tribunal Supremo Electoral,
TSE) either failed to grant them the voter identification cards necessary to cast ballots, or neglected
to include them on voter lists at the polling places.
As of March 25, the TSE had still not released final election results. Still, the Tribunal's preliminary
vote tallies contained many surprises. In the race for president, a second round runoff election
was virtually assured between Armando Calderon Sol candidate for the governing Nationalist
Republican Alliance (Alianza Republicana Nacionalista, ARENA)- -and Ruben Zamora, presidential
candidate for a coalition of three leftist parties: the Democratic Convergence (CD), the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN), and the National Revolutionary Movement (MNR).
According to the preliminary results, Calderon Sol took 49.26% of the vote for president, just short
of the 50% plus- one-vote majority needed to win in the first round. The runner up was Zamora,
with 25.29%. Christian Democrat Party (Partido Democrata Cristiano, PDC) candidate Fidel Chavez
Mena came in third, with about 16% of the vote, followed by the far right National Conciliation Party
(Partido de Conciliacion Nacional, PCN), with about 5%. Jorge Martinez, presidential candidate for
the evangelical Movement of Unity Party (Partido Movimiento de Unidad, PMU), received 2.4% of
the vote.
In the 84-seat Legislative Assembly, preliminary results indicated that the country's right wing
parties could lose the majority control which they have enjoyed since 1988. In the 1988 elections,
ARENA won an absolute majority of seats. Then, in the last legislative election in March 1991,
ARENA lost its absolute majority, but it teamed up with the right wing PCN to jointly command
a 48-seat voting block. Now, projections based on the preliminary results indicate that ARENA
will win 39 seats and the PCN just three, which would be one seat short of the 43 necessary for a
majority bloc. If the present tallies hold in the final vote count, the FMLN will win the second largest
legislative bloc, with 22 seats, followed by the PDC with 18 seats, the PMU with one seat, and the
Democratic Convergence which ran separately from the FMLN in the legislative vote with one seat.
In races for the country's 262 municipal governments, ARENA claims to have won control over
about 200 municipalities, including most departmental capitals. In San Salvador, ARENA mayoral
candidate Mario Valiente easily defeated the FMLN's Shafick Handal. Although attention is still
riveted on the TSE's pending final tallies, the election process has been greatly marred by charges
of irregularities during the balloting itself, and during the TSE's subsequent vote count. Of the
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2.7 million Salvadorans who registered to vote, only 53% actually cast ballots, due in large part to
the TSE's mishandling of the registration process. The TSE which is controlled by ARENA failed
to provide voter registration cards to over 300,000 people who had registered to vote. The card is
required identification at the polls in order to cast a ballot. Of the 300,000, about 74,000 or nearly
one fourth corresponded to individuals to whom the TSE refused to issue cards because their
registration applications were not accompanied by a birth certificate. According to the FMLN, the
overwhelming majority of these cases were guerrilla supporters who lived in the former conflict
zones and whose birth certificates were lost or destroyed during the war. In fact, opposition parties
had criticized the TSE's failure to provide cards to such an excessive number of voters for months
before the elections, but the TSE did little to correct the problem.
In addition to the 300,000 non-card holders, tens of thousands of voters who did have cards
were also barred from voting due to a series of other "irregularities." The names of many voters
simply did not appear on the voting rosters at polling places, even though they arrived with their
registration cards in hand. In other cases, the spelling of names on the lists did not match the
spelling on the cards, or the identification number on the card was different from the number on the
rosters, prohibiting voters in both cases from casting ballots.
Adding even more to the confusion, some voters reported having been told at the voting tables
that their names were not on the list. But these same voters said they subsequently found their
names on copies of the lists posted on walls outside the polling stations. Due to these problems, CDFMLN leaders calculate that between 250,000 and 300,000 voters were sent home without casting
a ballot even though they had registration cards. Some independent observers estimate that the
number may even have been much higher. If these voters are added to the 300,000 people who
never received cards from the TSE, then a total of 550,000 to 600,000 registered voters may have
been barred from casting ballots due to "irregularities," representing between 19% and 22% of the
total 2.7 million registered voters. The UN Observer Mission (ONUSAL), however, disputes the
CD-FMLN's estimates of how many voters with identification cards were kept from casting ballots.
ONUSAL corroborated the existence of the problem in many polling places, but it estimates that
only about 25,000 voters were actually affected.
Despite the differing estimates, FMLN leaders held a press conference less than one hour after
the polls closed at 5:00 pm local time to denounce the anomalies which had taken place during the
course of the day. The FMLN labeled the irregularities a deliberate attempt at fraud by the ruling
party in conjunction with the TSE. "In any other country in the world, these deficiencies would
have been enough to cancel the elections or to consider the results illegitimate," said FMLN leader
Joaquin Villalobos.
Indeed, in addition to the anomalies cited above, voters, poll watchers, and international observers
reported even more irregularities. Following are some of the more flagrant examples:
The voter lists included the names of thousands of dead people, such as El Salvador's deceased
former president Jose Napoleon Duarte, as well as the founder of ARENA, Roberto D'Aubuisson. At
some polling stations, observers noted that the names of dead people were marked off on the lists as
having voted.
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In many places, polling stations opened up several hours behind schedule, while at others, huge
lines of voters stood outside for hours. When the polls closed at 5:00 pm, thousands of voters who
were still waiting in line were sent home without casting a ballot.
Observers and opposition party leaders complained that, in many towns, a massive presence on
the streets of police and army troops intimidated potential voters. According to the FMLN, the
troop presence was particularly heavy in parts of Chalatenango, Ilopango, and La Union. In the
departmental capital of Chalatenango, a battalion of soldiers openly patrolled the streets on the
morning of the 20th.
Poll watchers reported that ballots which had been clearly marked with a vote for the FMLN were
subsequently stained, ripped, or otherwise damaged. The ballots were then discarded by officials
counting the votes as "mismarked."
After the polls had closed on the 20th, and while the preliminary vote count was still taking place,
the TSE expelled CD-FMLN observers from the Hotel El Presidente offices where the ballot tally
was conducted. An estimated 100 police, dressed in anti-riot gear, were subsequently dispatched to
surround the hotel.
Beginning on the evening of March 20, preliminary vote counts began to trickle out of the TSE ballot
counting center. But 48 hours later, with the preliminary count having reached about 80% of the
votes, the TSE ceased releasing figures altogether, instead announcing it had commenced the "final
count.
Appraisals of the causes of irregularities, as well as their overall impact on the election results, were
mixed. The CD-FMLN placed blame squarely on the shoulders of ARENA and the TSE, and warned
that the impact of the fraud is likely to be felt most forcefully in races for municipal governments, as
well as in some legislative races. FMLN leaders said they were considering filing a legal challenge
in some cases and possibly calling for new elections in some municipalities, pending outcome of the
final results. "I am very convinced that the overwhelming population of this country was eager to
participate in the electoral system," said David Browning, Britain's official observer in the elections
who the New York Times describes as a "veteran" of Salvadoran electoral processes. "The bad
administration was quite evident, raising the question of bad faith. ARENA is quite capable of this."
In a stinging editorial on March 23 titled "El Salvador's Messed-Up Elections," the New York Times
wrote: "The charitable view is that the [elections] were clearly marred by incompetence. Many
observers believe there were significant instances of fraud." The editorial called on international
observers to pressure the TSE to clean up the voting lists before the runoff election, "so that
people who have agreed to exchange their guns for ballots will feel they made the right choice."
ONUSAL was much more guarded in its appraisal. ONUSAL director Augusto Ramirez Ocampo,
for example, noted the existence of "logistical problems." But he termed the overall electoral process
"acceptable" and declared that Salvadorans should be "proud" of the election. Likewise, Brian
Atwood the head of the US Agency for International Development who headed the official US
delegation to the elections said his group saw "no visible signs of intimidation or evidence of fraud."
Atwood attributed most of the anomalies to a "complex registration and voting process."
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If the definitive vote count confirms the preliminary tally regarding the need for a presidential
runoff election, the second round vote will most likely take place on April 24. In the days following
the election, Calderon Sol repeatedly called on Zamora to concede defeat and forfeit any possibility
of a second round. Zamora flatly rejected such a possibility, and instead has already begun to
pressure the TSE to assure a cleaner election in the second round. Meanwhile, the country's third
political force, the PDC, announced on March 24 that it will not formally back any candidate in
an eventual runoff, eliminating the possibility of a center-left second-round alliance with the CDFMLN to defeat ARENA. The PDC says its supporters are free to vote as they choose.

-- End --
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